Name: ______________

Passing the Puck: Direct Objects,Indirect Objects and
Prepositional Phrases
A direct object is a noun or pronoun that receives the action
of a verb. Put another way, the verb acts upon the direct
object. Some sentences also have an indirect object. An
indirect receives the direct object.
Example 1: Jack passed Sam the puck.
In the example, puck is the direct object; it is the noun that is
receiving the action of the verb passed. The indirect object is
Sam, who in this example is receiving the direct object puck.
Example 2: Jack passed the puck to Sam.
As in Example 1, puck is the direct object. There is noindirect object, as Sam is now
a part of a prepositional phrase beginning with the preposition to.
Read each of the sentences below. Rewrite each sentence making the indirect object
into the object of a preposition in a prepositional phrase.
1. The coach told Rachel the next play.
2. Mother read my sister the program.
3. We saved Aunt Sally a seat.
4. Jack loaned Ian his stick for the practice.
5. Dad bought everyone popcorn.
6. The official gave the team a penalty.
7. Cozmo gave me his jersey.
8. When will you teach me the drill?

Answers key
Actual answer may vary.
Answers: Actual student answers may vary. Examples of correct answers:
1. The coach told Rachel the next play.
The coach told the next play to Rachel.
2. Mother read my sister the program.
Mother read the program to my sister.
3. We saved Aunt Sally a seat.
We saved a seat for Aunt Sally.
4. Jack loaned Ian his stick for the practice.
Jack loaned his stick to Ian for the practice.
5. Dad bought everyone popcorn.
Dad bought popcorn for everyone.
6. The official gave the team a penalty.
The official gave a penalty to the team.
7. Cozmo gave me his jersey.
Cozmo gave his jersey to me.
8. When will you teach me the drill?
When will you teach the drill to me?

